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Read news & view your favourite blogs & feeds on all platforms. You can: • Read and view RSS feeds. • Import
stories from your files or e-mail client. • Export articles to TXT files or HTML or XNS. • Share stories on Facebook.
• Export/Share to Twitter. • Save stories in favorites or put them in bookmarks. • You can even subscribe to feeds. •
View your most visited stories. • No more browsing for the news, get your news in one simple app! Cute Newsreader
is a free app for your phone that gives you your latest news from your favorite sites. It's free, and anyone can use it,

even if they're not familiar with RSS. Top 10 Updates in Cute Newsreader 2.2: - Added support for iPad! Don't
forget to rate Cute Newsreader if you find it useful. My review of Cute Newsreader 2.0: "Cute Newsreader is a free
RSS reader for your phone. This is a perfect tool if you're a news addict like me. You can get all of your news and

blog feeds right on your screen! I especially love this application because you can skip to any news feed you want and
the app will automatically open it. You have a variety of ways to follow your favorite news feeds, including a

timeline, an RSS or ATOM reader. " *********** "Cute Newsreader is a free RSS reader for your phone. This is a
perfect tool if you're a news addict like me. You can get all of your news and blog feeds right on your screen! I

especially love this application because you can skip to any news feed you want and the app will automatically open
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it. You have a variety of ways to follow your favorite news feeds, including a timeline, an RSS or ATOM reader. "
*********** "Cute Newsreader is a free RSS reader for your phone. This is a perfect tool if you're a news addict
like me. You can get all of your news and blog feeds right on your screen! I especially love this application because
you can skip to any news feed you want and the app will automatically open it. You have a variety of ways to follow
your favorite news feeds, including a timeline, an RSS or ATOM reader. " *********** "Cute Newsreader is a free

RSS reader 09e8f5149f
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XanaNews

XanaNews is a software solution that enables you to read news without actually needing to open your web browser, as
well as import articles and add bookmarks. Clear-cut environment The installation process does not last very long,
while you are met with a pretty well-organized layout. It is comprised of a menu bar, several buttons and a few panes
in which to view various information. Comprehensive Help contents are included, thus ensuring that all types of users
can find their way around XanaNews, without facing any difficulties. Add news accounts and get new items First and
foremost, you should know that it is possible for you to add a large number of accounts with the help of a wizard.
This requires to input information such as account and server name, and login credentials (if necessary). All of these
can be organized in groups, and are displayed in the main window in a folder structure, so that you can manage them
in a more efficient fashion. With just a click of the button you can get all messages from a news server, the ones that
were posted after a specified date or all the new ones, while it is also possible to perform a “Quick Get Messages”
operation. Import articles, use a search feature and add bookmarks It is possible to post messages and attach any file
to them, import articles from the hard drive in a TXT file format and save them as HTML, or export it in a
compressed manner using an XNS extension. A search function is put at your disposal, so that you can find a specific
message faster, create bookmark sets and add articles to them, as well as set up various batch actions, so as to
automate many of the operations you have to perform on a daily basis. Bottom line In conclusion, XanaNews is a
pretty handy newsreader, which can be used by everybody with ease. The computer’s performance is not going to be
hampered as CPU and memory usage is low at all times. Jobs are going to be completed in a timely manner and we
did not come by any errors or crashes. Nonetheless, the interface is not particularly appealing. Customer reviews
External reviews See also List of RSS Reader software Comparison of feed readers Notes References Reviews
Review by Manu Kumar Kumari on IOL.com.au Review by Absolute Malaysia on testive.com.my Review by Choong
Wah Foo on PC

What's New In XanaNews?

It is a free website to access and read news. Right now there are over 600,000 unique visitors per day. The website is
easy to use and you will surely love the fact that it does not require you to be a Java user to get started using it. First
and foremost, you should know that it is possible for you to add a large number of accounts with the help of a wizard.
This requires to input information such as account and server name, and login credentials (if necessary). All of these
can be organized in groups, and are displayed in the main window in a folder structure, so that you can manage them
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in a more efficient fashion. Add news accounts and get new items With just a click of the button you can get all
messages from a news server, the ones that were posted after a specified date or all the new ones, while it is also
possible to perform a “Quick Get Messages” operation. Import articles, use a search feature and add bookmarks It is
possible to post messages and attach any file to them, import articles from the hard drive in a TXT file format and
save them as HTML, or export it in a compressed manner using an XNS extension. A search function is put at your
disposal, so that you can find a specific message faster, create bookmark sets and add articles to them, as well as set
up various batch actions, so as to automate many of the operations you have to perform on a daily basis. Pros Low
CPU usage Easy to use Cons Limits of 25.00MB Interface is not particularly appealing Trial version has to be
downloaded Paid version is supported only by the other platforms No intelligent import of RSS feeds No automatic
clearing of items when they are read Conclusion What do you think about XanaNews? Rate it on a scale of 1 to 10,
where 1 means "I absolutely refuse to use this software" and 10 means "I want to recommend this software to
everyone I know". No votes yet More Software Like XanaNews Post navigation About The Author You may search
for most searched software on the site.Software are selected by our editors a priori (program's author) and based on
the frequency of their use on the site. Top Software The best freeware applications of the moment.The best paid
software of the
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System Requirements For XanaNews:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows XP SP3 Processor: Dual Core CPU with 2GB RAM Memory: 1GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with 256MB VRAM Storage: 1GB available space Recommended
Requirements: OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit Processor: Quad Core CPU with 4GB RAM Memory: 4GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with 512MB VRAM Storage: 4GB available space
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